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It's been a year!?
Although Xipiter was founded in 2010, this February marks the first full year of us
stepping out and having a public presence. We relocated offices twice in 2014 and
grown the full-time employee staff 300% (up to a whopping 6 people ;-) 2015 is
already shaping up to be a banner year for us and we're excited. You'll see why in
some of the bullet points below.

SyncStop

SyncStop is doing great. People seem to really "get it". We are happy to (as of last
week) add Morgan Stanley and Price Waterhouse Coopers to an esteemed list of
organizations bulk purchasing the SyncStop to protect their employees. Get yours

here at SyncStop.com

Trainings:
We've added a fun new "Hacking Hotel Locks" firmware analysis unit to our course (which

shows how to electronically defeat a brand of hotel lock found in the majority of US hotel
chains). We've also fully integrated our "Shikra" product into our course making it the
primary tool for exploitation of embedded systems.
In the month (or so) we'll announce the locations of our public West Coast and public
European trainings for SexViaHex and ARM Exploitation.
We have not yet publicly announced which conferences our trainings will be at this year. But please
stay tuned.

Upcoming Essay in In-Q-Tel Quarterly
Xipiter was asked to write an essay for the upcoming IQT Quarterly published by InQ-Tel (the investment arm of the CIA). Our article on the security of embedded
systems (and how we're tackling the problem) will appear in their next quarterly.

INT3.CC

INT3.CC is growing. Last week we tweeted that the week prior security researchers
purchased over one hundred Shikras in under a week! We knew this tool filled a
gap but the response was a nice surprise. Facedancers continue to steadily sell
several hundred per month (or so). And we think that the RFCat.com will be our

biggest yet when that releases very soon. All of the devices we sell there empower
security researchers to join us exploring the security (or insecurity) of embedded
systems.

Calendar Events:
Speaking at Dartmouth College
Xipiter is very honored to be asked by the esteemed Computer Science Department
Dartmouth College to speak about the security of mobile and embedded systems.
This talk will be the first week of March.

Speaking at Booz Allen Hamilton
Xipiter will be speaking at a private Booz Allen Hamilton (an Xipiter customer)
company conference on software security and the security of mobile/embedded
systems in early March.

Speaking at Duo Security
Xipiter is equally as honored to speak at an upcoming DuoSecurity TechTalk the first
week of May.

Inviting Beta Testers!
And now the big news we are most excited about ;-)

Two weeks ago we launched a closed beta-test of what will be our flagship product. We've
been worked through the last three weekends and pulling many late nights (pushing
firmware updates and fixing bugs in the web service) to prepare for opening the beta test
to a broader group. If you are interested in joining our beta test please sign up here:

http://betatesters.senr.io
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